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DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

INTERACTIVE
FUTURE

Digitalization is the future for education and companies 
in all sectors to progress. By providing you with the 
perfect tools necessary to integrate facts and 
information into digital media, we help your company 
reach your customers, employees, and clients in all 
areas of the globe, thereby creating an advantage for 
future education. 

In today's digital landscape, embracing the tide of 

digitalization is essential for future generations. Digital 

transformation integrates technology throughout education 

and business, revolutionizing operations and enhancing value 

to end-users. Acknowledging the pivotal role of technology, 

Israk stands committed to aiding businesses on this journey. 

We ensure companies not just adapt, but flourish in this digital 

era, guiding them towards a technologically-prosperous future 

with our expertise and solutions.
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We Strive To 
Deliver World 
Class Services 
For You

About Us

Provide wide range of innovative solutions that 

positively impact each customer and partner. We 

operate on the principles of professionalism, 

friendliness and excellent customer service.

VISION

MISSION

Inspire the world with innovative technologies, products 

and solutions that effectively leverage digital 

transformation to enrich cultural, organizational and 

operational ecosystem.

Israk Solutions Sdn. Bhd. (1289622-T) 

is a leading Malaysian company known 

for its innovative technology solutions. 

With ISO 9001 and MS 1900 

certifications, we offer a range of 

products such as Digital Signage, LED 

Screen, Smart Classroom, and more. Our 

commitment to quality, comprehensive 

training, and excellent after-sales 

service sets us apart, empowering 

clients for growth.

Award Winning Brand
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Israk Core Value - Safat
With our unwavering commitment to excellence, cutting-edge solutions, and unparalleled customer 
service, we promise to exceed your expectations and deliver exceptional results.
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TRUTHFULNESS, is a core 
value that emphasizes the 

importance of being truthful 
to oneself, others, God, and 

the pursuit of peace. 
Individuals who embody the 

value of siddiq are honest 
and sincere in their words 

and actions. 

Siddiq
TRUTHFULNESS
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TRUSTWORTHINESS, is a core 
value that emphasizes the 

importance of responsibility, 
credibility, and respect. This 

value includes a sense of piety, 
a desire to achieve optimal 

results, a strong sense of 
urgency, and a commitment to 
being trustworthy and trusted. 

Amanah
TRUSTWORTHINESS
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WISDOM, is a core value that 
encompasses various aspects 

of intelligence, including 
intellectual, emotional, and 

spiritual intelligence. A person 
who possesses fathanah is 

considered to be a person of 
wisdom who has a disciplined 

and proactive attitude towards 
life.

Fatanah
WISDOM
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A GROWTH MINDSET is the 
belief that skills and abilities 

can be developed through 
dedication and hard work. 

With a growth mindset, 
employees and leaders 

believe that they can always 
improve and learn, They think 

challenges and failures are 
opportunities for growth rather 

than setbacks.

Tanmiah  Al-’Aqliyyah
GROWTH MINDSET
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ADVOCACY, is a core value 
that emphasizes the 

importance of conveying 
truth and spreading positivity 

through exemplary actions. 
The value of tabligh includes 

various aspects, such as 
communication skills, 

leadership, human resource 
development, and 
managerial skills.

Tabligh
ADVOCACY

At Israk Solutions Sdn. Bhd., our dedication goes beyond 
just offering IT and AV solutions; it’s about building lasting 
relationships and delivering unparalleled quality in 
everything we undertake. With our ISO 9001 certifications, 
we not only showcase our commitment to superior 
standards but also highlight our unwavering dedication to 
ethical practices and integral conduct. These prestigious 
certifications are more than just accolades; they serve as a 
daily reminder of our relentless pursuit of excellence. Every 
product and service we provide is a testament to our 
determination to uphold the highest standards, ensuring 
our clients always receive the very best from us.

ISO 9001 : 2015 Certification

In tandem with our ISO 9001 certification, our MS 1900 
certification reaffirms our commitment to ethical conduct 
and Shariah principles. This certification validates our 
dedication to ethical business practices, ensuring that our 
products and services align with the highest standards of 
Shariah compliance.

MS 1900 : 2014 Certification  
Upholding Shariah Compliance

Certifications

Pioneering Excellence in IT and AV Solutions
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Management Team
Here at Israk Solutions, we strongly believe that good management team is the key 
to success. These are the brain behind the direction of the company and strategic 
decisions to ensure that the company is operating efficiently and effectively. 
Besides, these fantastic leaders provide guidance and support to employees, while 
also keeping the company on track to achieve its goals.

Responsible for developing and 
implementing growth 
opportunities

Graduated from Universiti Teknologi 
MARA, Shah Alam, with a Bachelor of 
Mass Communication (Hons) in 
Journalism. An accomplished 
business growth expert with over 10 
years of proven success, combining 
journalistic skills with strategic 
acumen for effective and impactful 
communication in fostering 
organizational growth.

Nadia Hashim
SALES &
MARKETING MANAGER

Responsible for managing the 
project and ensure completion 
on time

Seasoned IT specialists with over 8 
years of expertise excel in 
implementing and maintaining 
information systems. They provide 
comprehensive software, 
networking, and hardware support to 
companies of various sizes, 
optimizing IT infrastructure for 
enhanced operational efficiency.

Syafee Khdri
IT & ENGINEERING
MANAGER

Responsibility for ensuring that 
the entire operation complies 
with Shariah.

Bachelor of Shariah and Islamic 
Studies graduate from Yarmouk 
University of Jordan, with a 
background in quality management 
system auditing and consultation. 
Specialized in the Halal Scheme, 
MS1900, and ISO9001, bringing a 
unique blend of Islamic studies and 
expertise in ensuring quality 
standards and compliance.

Ustaz
Hibatul Muqlis
Shariah
Advisor

Earning a distinguished scholarship from the renowned 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Electrical Engineering, 
an elite honor among America's top university students, laid 
the foundation for collaborations with premier organiza-
tions, most notably the TNB ICT Division. With more than 13 
years of varied expertise, a prominent standing has been 
established as a hallmark of industry excellence.

Najib Habeb
MANAGING

DIRECTOR

A graduate from Universiti Teknologi MARA, Shah 
Alam, with a Bachelor's in Mass Communication 
(Hons) Journalism, this individual expertly combines a 
background in accountancy with a specialization in 
business administration and operational efficiency. 
With three years of customer service experience, they 
have also adeptly managed company finances.

Nurul Ain
HR, FINANCE &

ADMIN MANAGER



Our Group
Here is the backbone of a company and without them, Israk Solutions 
would not be able to achieve our goals. Their dedication to their work 
and their willingness to go above and beyond for the company is one 
purpose only; to deliver the vision and mission of Israk Solutions.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

INFOGRAPHIC

SALES & MARKETING
MANAGER

HR, FINANCE & ADMIN
MANAGER IT & ENGINEERING

GENERAL MANAGER
MEDIA

MANAGER

MANAGING
DIRECTOR

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT EXEC

SALES EXEC

E-COMMERCE EXEC

DIGITAL MARKETER EXEC

ADMIN AND LOGISTIC EXEC

FINANCE EXEC

HR EXEC

PROJECT SUPPORT ENGINEER

QC AND R&D ENGINEER

IT AND INTERNAL SUPPORT

PROJECT MANAGER

SENIOR TECHNICIAN

PROJECT ENGINEER

TECHNICIAN

TECHNICIAN

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

VIDEOGRAPHER AND EDITOR

SHARIAH & QUALITY DEPARTMENT

SHARIAH ADVISORY

CHAIRMAN

BOARD OF DIRECTOR

LEGAL ADVISOR
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Our Solution
We can create, deploy and maintain customized applications which can be capitalized to improve your 
business solutions. The software and solution deploy by us would strengthen your business to stand in 
the changing market and serve as required. In order to achieve that, we consult, deploy, train and finally 
provide technical support your team.

ARVIA SMART SPACE
Education & Enterprise Solution 

Video Conferencing
PTZ video conferencing camera, mic speaker which 
can range from free social software such as zoom, 
webex, skype etc.

Touchscreen SOLUTIONS
Readymade or customizable kiosk that uses IR, Touch 
foil or PCAP touch technology. Interactive content 
development is also offered.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE
The cutting-edge communication system that allows 
you to design, create, schedule targeted messages on 
any display throughout remote offices.

Videowall
Utilizing intuitive software and videowall controller 
combines several numbers of display LCD screens or 
LED Display from various inputs onto a larger screen.

SMART CLASSROOM
Latest 21st century education technology including 
Smartboard, Virtual Classroom, wireless presentation 
system and others

LED Display
Indoor Large Display, borderless with Pitch size from 
P1.2mm – P4mm
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Professional-grade LED display solution that can be used in corporate office, education, retails and 
so many more industries. Our LED create vivid, eye-catching displays that are very attractive to 
customers in every industry. With high resolution and easy installation, many businesses are turning 
to Indoor LEDs for advertising, information displays and so on.

Elegant LED Display
Solutions

Interactive Kiosk for hotel lobby, visitor welcoming and 
browsing, car showroom, airport information, E-Newspaper and 
E-Tender for government sector. Popular option in a corporate 
information and interactive application since it is easier for 
anyone to navigate the whole screen because the whole thing is 
now lower. Furthermore, it looks elegant and eye-catching.

The outdoor LED screen display differs from its indoor counterpart, 
being weatherproof and possessing high brightness capabilities. 
Consequently, it is extensively utilized for outdoor applications 
such as digital billboards, advertising boards, stadium 
scoreboards, safety and health information displays, among 
others.

The PHSIA1.2-CH is a 
high-resolution indoor LED 
display known for its clarity and 
vibrant visuals. Ideal for 
advertising, information display, 
and immersive experiences, it sets 
a standard for excellence in LED 
display technology.

Ultra-Narrow Pitch LED Displays

Outdoor LED Screen

Transparent LED Displays

LED Poster Screen

Streamline your viewing with the All-in-one LED Screen Display 
Panel, offering versatile solutions and vibrant video quality. Its 
user-friendly design incorporates built-in processors for seamless 
performance across applications. Choose from sizes 110", 136", 
and 165" to suit diverse needs.

The most cost-effective, well 
balanced between video image 
quality and price. Great LCD 
alternative which has a fullscreen 
as compared to typical LCD Floor 
standee. Bright displays, flexible 
installation 0-15° adjustable 
stand angle, cascade connection, 
easy splicing and 5 different 
installation ways. Applicable to 
convention and exhibition center, 
shopping center, conference hall 
and many more.

LED transparent display is a customized solution for LED display 
screen glass wall and it is a revolutionary product of glass wall. 
Brand new design and installation scheme are launched to 
accomplish the higher brightness, lower weight, and easy install 
characteristics. Providing multiple transparency options for a 
customer by realizing the pixel interval range selection from 2.8mm 
to 15.6mm. The transparency is from 65% to 95%.

All in One SuperLED

COB LED Screen



Smart classroom is technology-enhanced classrooms that foster opportunities for teaching and learning by 
integrating learning technology, such as interactive display, computers, specialized software, audience response 
technology, assistive listening devices, networking, and audio/visual capabilities.

Smart Classroom
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Interactive Smartboard
• Anti glare tempered glass
• One Glass Touch Technology
• Multiple sizes available from 65,75,86 inch
• Built in Windows - optional operating system
• 20 multi touch points - IR Capacitive 
• Built in Camera 
• Built in with wireless collaboration system

Lecture Tracking & Recording System
• Various zoom level from 3x, 12x and 20x
• Auto tracking – track lecturer’s movement
• Recording system 
• Simple or advanced interface

PTZ Camera 
• Great for classroom or meeting room
• With auto-tracking function and presets
• High definitions camera quality

Audio & Video Studio
• Wireless clip mic 
• Table wireless mic speaker 
• Pickup sound – 3 meters to 6 meters

Controller Software
• Display multiple input to the main screen 
• Combine different format ; PowerPoint, 
  pdf file, website, video and image

Smart Console
With a simple touch of the console, you can instantly control all 
your devices with a single click. The sleek and intuitive design 
makes it user friendly

Digital Transformation in Education
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Professional-grade video walls solutions; video wall displays, IP-based KVM, modular matrix 
videowall controller, and compact video wall controller. Arvia Videowall solution is the leading 
technology in Malaysia which set a full mark for reliability, durability and an extensive product 
line-up that meets all our client needs. We have helped many organization to deploy from a 
simple/creative wall art designs to the most sophisticated video wall.

Control & Command 
Center Solutions

Fine-Pitch LED Display
Extremely narrow bezel display as thin as 1.7mm for a virtually 
seamless and life-like viewing experience where the colors are 
brighter and more vibrant and the contrast makes everything on 
screen pop to life.

Video Wall Software
Remotely control your video wall content and layout. Our software 
allows you to configure your video wall any way you want with a 
range of placement and movement options for all your input 
sources.

IP-Based Display Controller
For the most advanced controls with KVM feature, go for 
IP-based Videowall Control System, which is combined features 
of KVM matrix, multiviewer, video wall control and smart 
workspace.

Compact Video Wall Processor
Up to 4,6,9 and 12 HDMI signal, compatible with the DVI1.0 
protocol, achieving unlimited number of splicing according to your 
needs. A single machine can be customized with 2x2, 3x3, 1x2, 
1X3,2x3, 3x2, 2x4, 4x2, 2x5, 5x2, 3×4, 4×3 and other splicing modes.

Software-based Display Controller
Manage content on you control room screens and video walls 
easily with universal software operator console. Using a single 
web application running in any browser, you can manually add 
sources, create layouts and even fully automate video wall 
content, for mission-critical applications.

Accessories
TV stands, brackets, splitters, cable, brackets, AV equipment, and 
more are available whenever you may need them.
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Complete digital signage solution: Industrial-grade Full HD digital signage player, full-featured 
digital signage software, durable professional display, floor standing vertical and horizontal 
kiosk and tablet/iPad kiosk, installation & technical support throughout the year. Training and 
handout are provided for system administrator as well as end-user operational, non-IT staff.

Elegant, Luxurious, Striking!

Premium Digital Signage
Solutions

Digital Signage Display
Long operation hours, 24/7 Hours (up to 50,000 hours) with 
more brightness such as 400nits, 450nits, 500nits, and 700nits. 
Comes with 2 years warranty from a local manufacturer. Built in 
with Android or Windows OS.

Vertical Signage Kiosk
Available with powerful hardware and ergonomically designed, the 
piece is perfect for kiosks and businesses that require a radiant 
technology-based impact where space may be limited.

Horizontal Signage Kiosk
Different type of display hardware for your digital signage and 
touchscreen project. We have vertical floor standing kiosk and 
horizontal kiosk and tablet/iPad kiosk. Readymade & 
customized design also provided.

Media Player
Industrial-grade Full HD or 4K digital signage player which is 
compact, powerful, designed for 24/7 operation and full-featured. 
Consider a quality player for long term investment. We have both 
Android and Windows-based Media player.

Digital Signage Software
Free digital signage software, self-hosted and cloud-based. 
Create, design, schedule, broadcast and manage displays with 
simple drag and drop capability that supports a wide range of 
dynamic content, from text, audio, photos and videos.

Accessories
TV stands, brackets, splitters, cable, brackets, AV equipment, and 
more are available whenever you may need them.



Touchscreen solution: Hardware, Software, Content Development, Enclosure / Kiosk / Touchscreen 
Stand, Compact Media Player, and Technical Support. A comprehensive selection of multitouch 
solution for business, entertainment, and learning.

Self Service Kiosks

Interactive Kiosk
Interactive Kiosk for hotel lobby, visitor welcoming and 
browsing, car showroom, airport information, E-Newspaper and 
E-Tender for government sector. Popular option in a corporate 
information and interactive application since it is easier for 
anyone to navigate the whole screen because the whole thing is 
now lower. Furthermore, it looks elegant and eye-catching.

Interactive Smartboard
Interactive Smartboard TV Panel from popular & quality brands 
such as Samsung, LG, Arvia, Viewsonic, BenQ & Vivitek. Capacitive 
or infrared touchscreens allow for multi-drawing capabilities, 
enabling up to 20 touch points. Free annotation software allows 
easy collaboration and interactivity for any purpose such as smart 
classroom or smart meeting room.

Touchscreen Monitor
Touch monitor or panel to be placed on a wall or existing kiosk. 
Our modern and slim-type touch monitor & android tablet is 
suitable for any occasion. There are different sizes available 
from 13″ to 65″ of IR, Touch Foil or Capacitive Touch technology.

Information at Your Fingertips

Arvia Fliptouch

Meeting Room Booking System
Meeting room booking system with powerful software and 
hardware, high-quality and elegant interactive IPS LCD Panel. It 
allows easy scheduling of office spaces and meeting rooms while 
showing real-time schedules display, providing workplace 
insights. Integrated with existing work calendars such as Google 
Calendar, Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft 365 Calendar
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Provide ease for consumers to 
self-service and the convenience 
that comes with fulfilling their own 
order include hotel check-in / 
check-out, restaurant orders, 
airline check-in, etc. These 
machines surely renders time 
efficiency and even reduces 
labor-cost.

Arvia Fliptouch is a display screen 
that has touch-sensitive 
capabilities, allowing users to 
interact with the screen directly 
through physical touch. Widely 
used in various industries such as 
corporate, retail, healthcare, 
gaming, and education. They 
provide an intuitive and 
interactive user experience.

Self Service Kiosk



All our conferencing camera, microphone and speakers offer USB plug-and-play connectivity that is 
compatible with any video conferencing platform such as Zoom, Google Meet, Skype, Webex, Microsoft 
Teams, Go-to-Meeting, Starleaf, and others. Experience full HD video to crystal clear 4k resolution with 
up to 20x zoom set with professional wired/wireless microphone speaker.
Elegant, Luxurious, Striking!

Video Conferencing
Solutions

Virtual Meeting Room
Video call replicates physical meeting room by joining via 
mobile phones, laptop or desktop and connect with 
microphones and video cameras.

Smart Classroom
Digitally equipped classroom with a huge variety of teaching and 
learning methods using the latest technology.

Online Learning
Interactive and collaborative online learning for hybrid or virtual 
classrooms, as part of our smart classroom.

360 All-in-One Conference Camera
ARV-VC600 

Auto Tracking Camera
ARV-VC40V-4K

ARV-VC 212
Full HD PTZ Camera

All-in-One 4K Conference Bar
ARV-1000B

ARV KT-M4
Omni-directional Audio

Conference Microphone Speaker
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Arvia Media Server
Archive & Content Publish

Our smart classroom system 
incorporates the latest 
advancements in education 
technology, ensuring that you 
have access to the most 
innovative features and 
capabilities. The features like 
teaching process capture, 
auto tracking, and auto 
switching enhance the 
teaching experience, making it 
more engaging and interactive 
for both educators and 
students.

Arvia Smart Space
Solutions
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Education
Elevate the learning experience in higher education 
with engaging presentations, collaborative activities, 
and multimedia content.

Boardroom
Enjoy dynamic presentations, interactive discussions, 
and seamless information sharing to elevate the overall 
Boardroom experience.

Auditorium Hall
Empower professors to deliver engaging lectures, 
visualize complex concepts, and foster student 
engagement through interactive learning.

Live Streaming/ Studio
Indulge in the finest video quality with zero buffering, 
ensuring a flawless and immersive High Definition video 
output.



Why Choose Us ?

Trusted by many government 
agencies and private organizations
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Our values are vast industrial experience, excellent customer service and the 
pursuit of innovation. We guarantee the highest quality outcome to elevate 
your business. You can count on us to make your concepts fly off the screen!



Company Information
Israk Solutions Sdn. Bhd. (1289622-T) previously known as Israk Technology Sdn. 
Bhd., is 100% Bumiputera, MSC-status company since 2011 was established to help 
any organization to take advantage of a new solution via the latest technology, 
internet, and video to facilitate marketing and corporate communications.

Name of Company

Date of Operation

Company Registration Number

Ministry of Finance Reg. No

Company Status

MOF Heading

Company Address

Company Telephone

Company Website

Company Email Address

Nature of Business

Principle Banker

Paid Up Capital

Company Secretary

Auditor

Shariah Advisor

ISRAK SOLUTIONS SDN. BHD.

01 August 2018

1289622-T

357-0002301266

100% Bumiputera Company with MOF Bumiputera registration

210101, 210103,  210108, 210109, 221302, 221304, 010501, 210201, 
210202, 210203, 020403, 050101, 050102, 020101, 220501, 220503, 
010302, 010601, 010602, 020301, 020302, 130101, 130102, 010302, 
010601, 010602, 020101, 020301, 020302, 050103, 130101

No 16, Wisma Arvia, Jln IPM 1/1, Sinar Meranti Technology Park, 
47120 Puchong, Selangor

03 8966 2405

www.israk.my

info@israk.my

Supply of Digital Signage, Touchscreen, Videowall, Interactive Kiosk, 
Interactive Smart board,and Live Streaming Services

Maybank Berhad
Equine Park, Sri Kembangan Branch
Account Number: 5628 0754 5530

RM1,000,000.00

Chong Siew Chin

A.Rahman & Associates (AF0953)
Chartered Accountants

Ustaz Hibatul Muqlis
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NAHRIM CAGAMAS













Registered Vendor



SUCCESSFUL
PAST PROJECT



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
LED DISPLAY

SPRM (Command Center) SMART SELANGOR (Command Center)

 ICT JOHOR (Command Center) NAHRIM

CAGAMAS HANDAL INDAHDRB-Hicom

KPJ DAMANSARA 2 (ZONE A) KPJ DAMANSARA 2 (ZONE B) KULIM HI-TECH



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
INTERACTIVE SMARTBOARD

MEDIA PRIMA

SUK SELANGOR

KKM

IPG KAMPUS DATO' RAZALI

Other Successful Project:-
1) Jabatan Pengaliran
    dan Saliran Selangor
2) Jabatan Akauntan Negara
3) Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia (USIM)
4) Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM)
5) Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM)
6) Kolej Kemahiran Tinggi MARA
 (KKTM)-Rembau
7) Giatmara
8) FELDA
9) Pelaburan MARA Berhad
10) Volvo 
11) TNB Genco 
12) VFive Group

ICT JOHOR

JABATAN PERDANA MENTERI MINDEF



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
VIDEOWALL

MINISTRY OF HEALTH (CPRC)

ATT TANJUNG BIN.
(World Class Energy Storage) PDRM BUKIT AMAN

ATOMIC ENERGY LICENSING BOARD (AELB)

Other Successful Project:-
1. Jabatan Perdana Menteri (JPM)
3. Universiti Teknologi Malaysia,
 Skudai (UTM)
4. Jabatan Ukur dan Pemetaan
 Malaysia (JUPEM)
5. Icon Offshore Berhad
6. Rejimen Semboyan Diraja 
7. YB Ventures Berhad

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE MALAYSIA
(MINDEF)

GIAT MARA
MARKAS ANGKATAN BERSAMA

(MKAB)



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
DIGITAL SIGNAGE

Other Successful Projects:-
1. Kementerian Pembangunan
 Luar Bandar (KPLB)
2. Lembaga Kemajuan
 Terengganu Tengah (KETENGAH)
3. Hospital Sungai Buloh 
4. Jabatan Audit Negara
5. Masjid Bilal Bin Rabah 
6. Jemaah Nazir, Kementerian
 Pendidikan Malaysia 
7. Pusat Latihan Polis Malaysia
 (PULAPOL)
8. International Islamic University
 Malaysia (IIUM)
9. Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 
10. Pertubuhan Ladang
 Kebangsaan (NAFAS)

TENAGA NASIONAL BERHAD (TNB)
NATIONWIDE PANASONIC - NATIONWIDE

WILHEMSEN SHIP (WORLDWIDE)BIG PHARMACY (NATIONWIDE)PERKESO

TOP GLOVE
MAJLIS BANDARAYA 
SHAH ALAM (MBSA)



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
FLOOR STANDING KIOSK

Other Successful Project:-
1. EcoWorld Majestic
2. Subang skypark
3. Grand Renai Hotel 
4. Tun Razak Exchange (TRX)
5. Petronas 
6. Pejabat Mufti
 Wilayah Persekutuan 
7. Hospital Sultanah Aminah, Johor
8. Jabatan Pertanian
 Negeri Sembilan
9. Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCC)
10. Jabatan Alam Sekitar, Putrajaya 
11. Monash University 
12. Andorra Hospital 

MAJLIS UGAMA ISLAM PAHANG
(MUIP) PINTASAN SALOMA

KLCCHOTEL HILTON PERBADANAN PUTRAJAYA

SP SETIA (NATIONWIDE) MAHSING (NATIONWIDE SALES GALLERY)



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
VIDEO CONFERENCING

Other Successful Project:-
1. Putra Business School
2. Jabatan penilaian dan
 perkhidmatan harta (JPPH)
3. IKM, Alor Setar
4. Majlis Agama Islam
 Negeri Sembilan (MAINS)
5. Nichicon Malaysia
6. Malaysia Insurance Institute
7. Rural Capital Berhad
8. Institut Kemajuan Desa (INFRA)
9. Selia Ekuiti
10. Stolthaven Westport Sdn. Bhd.YAYASAN DAKWAH ISLAMIAH MALAYSIA

(YADIM) HONDA LOGISTIC

MAQIS SPRM
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCCUPATIONAL 

SAFETY AND HEALTH (NIOSH)

BAHAGIAN SUMBER TEKNOLOGI PENDIDIKAN 
( BSTP) TUDM (INFRA)



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
LIVE STREAMING

AKADEMI MARITIM MAJLIS HAFAZAN

BANK NEGARA
MAJLIS BANDARAYA PETALING JAYA

(MBPJ)
MALAYSIAN TECHNOLOGY 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (MTDC)

PETRONAS MOTOR GP PUBLIC BANK

MAJLIS HAFAZAN PETRONAS CHEMICALS

3RD COUNTER
TERRORISM FINANCE



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
MEETING ROOM BOOKING SYSTEM

DAIKIN

PV INSPIRED

EXCESS NETWORK

MITSUI COPPER FOIL (M) SDN. BHD.

LEMBAGA HASIL DALAM NEGERI (LHDN)



Contact with us:

Phone :  03-8966 2405

Email :  info@israk.my

Website :  www.israk.my

Address :  No 16, Wisma Arvia, Jln IPM 1/1, Sinar Meranti 
Technology Park, 47120 Puchong, Selangor

Looking Forward  working with you

With over a decade of expertise in the 
industry, we stand at the forefront of 
Professional Audio-Visual and ICT 
Solutions in Malaysia. We are excited 
about the prospect of partnering with you.


